Time cells in the human hippocampus and entorhinal cortex support episodic memory
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The organization of temporal information is critical for the encoding and retrieval of episodic memories. In the rodent hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, evidence accumulated over the last decade suggests that populations of “time cells” in the hippocampus encode temporal information. We identify time cells in humans using intracranial microelectrode recordings obtained from 27 human epilepsy patients who performed an episodic memory task. We show that time cell activity predicts the temporal organization of retrieved memory items. We also uncover evidence of ramping cell activity in humans, which represents a complementary type of temporal information. These findings establish a cellular mechanism for the representation of temporal information in the human brain needed to form episodic memories.

Episodic memory describes our ability to weave temporally contiguous elements into rich and coherent experiences. The formation of these memories requires the brain to represent temporal information, and recent discoveries in animal models of episodic memory suggest that the activity of “time cells” in the mesial temporal lobe (MTL) fulfills this critical role in memory formation (1–6). Like place cells, which exhibit an increased probability of firing at specific locations, or “place fields,” within an environment, time cells reliably fire at specific and consistent moments, or “time fields,” within a longer time interval (1, 2, 6). Previous work has demonstrated the specificity of these time cell sequences to task context (1, 4), a link between sequential firing patterns in the hippocampus and successful sequence memory (7), and unique mapping of specific time cell sequences to specific memory items (4). A clear implication of these findings is that time cells offer a specific mechanism for the representation of temporal contextual information in human episodic memory. Like place cells, time cells exhibit theta-phase precession (1), theoretically facilitating formation of item–context associations through spike timing-dependent plasticity (8–10). With these properties shared with place cells, time cells offer the potential of a unifying physiological mechanism for the representation of both spatial and temporal contexts in the hippocampus.

Complementing the identification of time cells, subsequent experiments in rodents identified a distinct population of temporally sensitive cells in the lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) whose activity gradually rises or decays across a given time interval (termed “ramping cells”) (11). As these cells are sensitive to contextual changes during experience, they could represent the slowly evolving nature of contextual information. Ramping cells may provide temporal information at slightly different scales than hippocampal time cells and may even modulate their activity (11–14), analogous to hexadirectional grid cells in spatial navigation (15–17). Together, time cells and ramping cells provide a mechanism for the representation of temporal information over timescales of seconds to minutes.

The characterization of time cells in rodents stimulated widespread interest among memory theorists, reflected in proposed models of episodic memory in which time cells play a critical role (12–14, 18, 19). To date, however, time cells have not been reported in humans, and it is unknown if they support episodic memory. We addressed this critical gap in knowledge using a unique dataset of 27 human surgical epilepsy patients implanted with microelectrodes in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. We identified populations of single neurons during memory encoding and retrieval in which temporal location within behavioral epochs consistently modulated spiking activity, controlling for the effects of recall success and other covariates. We found that these time cells exhibit theta-phase precession during memory encoding, and we identify a population of ramping cells more prevalent in the entorhinal cortex. We then identify key behavioral properties of these human time cells, demonstrating that their activity correlates with the tendency of subjects to use temporal information to link memory items together at the time of retrieval. We place these findings within the context of existing experimental and theoretical treatments of human episodic memory.

Results

Behavioral Task and Unit Isolation. To investigate whether time cells exist in humans and characterize their potential relationship to episodic memory, we used microelectrode recordings (SI Appendix, Fig. S1) obtained in 27 human participants (SI Appendix, Table S1) who performed the free recall task (Fig. 1A), a standard assay of episodic memory. The structure of the task,
with consistent and well-defined time segments for each item encoding list and each retrieval period, facilitated our ability to detect time cells. In the task, participants studied lists of common nouns presented regularly over the course of a 1.6-s encoding interval. Following an arithmetic distractor task, participants freely recalled as many words as they could remember. For sessions with 12-word encoding lists, the encoding period lasted roughly 30 s, and participants had 30 s for retrieval. For sessions with 15-word lists, the encoding period lasted roughly 40 s, and participants had 45 s for retrieval. They completed an average of 15.3 item lists, successfully remembering an average of 24.2 ± 11.6% of the memory items. Behavioral performance during these sessions exhibited expected patterns (20), including greater recall accuracy for the initial list items and evidence of temporal contiguity in recall patterns (Fig. 1 E–G).

We isolated a total of 768 single units from the implanted microelectrodes (Fig. 1 B–D), calculating standard quality metrics that were comparable with previously published data describing human MTL neurons (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S2) (21). We only considered neurons with confirmed localizations within the MTL (n = 734) (Materials and Methods). In accordance with previous studies identifying time cells in the rodent hippocampus and medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), we focused our analysis on the 509 putative pyramidal neurons isolated from the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex (n = 458 and 51, respectively, from each region, defined by spike width and firing rate) (Materials and Methods) (1–3, 5, 22).

### Single Neurons in the Human Hippocampus and Entorhinal Cortex Encode the Passage of Time

To represent temporal information, time cells fire at a preferred time interval—their time field—that is defined relative to the beginning and end of a period of fixed duration. Both the encoding and retrieval periods of the free recall task were of relatively fixed duration, facilitating time cell identification. We used normalized time, with zero representing the beginning of the encoding or retrieval list and one representing its end, for time cell analyses to account for slight differences in encoding list length secondary to random interstimulus jitter (Materials and Methods). To identify time cells, we looked for an interaction between time and firing rate using a nonparametric ANOVA across time bins (Kruskal–Wallis test) after generating session-wide firing rate tuning curves with Gaussian convolution of the spike trains (Materials and Methods). Significance testing incorporated a permutation procedure, in which we repeated the ANOVA 1,000 times after circularly shuffling the original tuning curve (Materials and Methods).

In addition to encoding, we also examined retrieval activity over 150 trials. Recall performance by encoding list serial position for all recording sessions with 15-word lists (n = 18). (F) The same as D but for all recording sessions with 12-word lists (n = 6). Shaded regions represent ± SD. (G) Conditional response probability (CRP) vs. serial position lag demonstrating the increased likelihood of consecutively recalling items encoded at temporally adjacent serial positions.
success did not predict time cell firing \( \chi^2(71) = 0.071, P > 0.2, \) rank sum test] (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).

For each time cell, we identified time fields as epochs of elevated firing rate across encoding lists or retrieval periods (Materials and Methods). A key property of time cells is that, in aggregate, they should represent time throughout a given epoch, analogous to place cells. Across all participants, this is what we observed when plotting the peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) after ordering each cell by its preferred time field (Fig. 4 A–D). Similar to previous reports of time cells in rodents, we observed denser temporal representation at early and late epochs (6, 23, 24). Of the 79 total encoding time cells and 60 total retrieval time cells, 16 behaved as time cells in both periods, supporting previous work demonstrating context-dependent recruitment of unique subsets of time cells that partially overlap (1, 4, 23) (Fig. 4E). However, we found no evidence of correlation between the time

Fig. 2. Time cells activate at specific moments during memory encoding. (A) Six examples of encoding time cells. Spike heat map (Top), spike raster (Middle), and PSTH (Bottom) plotted against normalized encoding list time. (B) Mean spike waveforms and peak voltages of cells whose data are display in A. From left to right, waveforms in B correspond to cells in A from Top Left to Bottom Right. The x axis represents normalized time, with zero marking the beginning of the encoding list and one the end. Encoding lists lasted from 30 to 40 s and were nearly equivalent across lists for each subject.
of peak firing during encoding and retrieval in these cells ($r = 0.19$, $P > 0.2$, Spearman rank correlation) (Fig. 4F). The identification of time cells during retrieval in free recall, when participants recall items without any cue information, makes it unlikely that our methods identify cells responding to item stimuli generally.

**Temporal Representation Is Not Significantly Different along the Anterior–Posterior Hippocampal Axis.** A unique feature of our dataset compared with previous human microelectrode experiments was the availability of recordings from both the anterior and posterior hippocampus. Of the 79 encoding time cells, we isolated 34 time cells from the anterior hippocampus and 22 from the posterior hippocampus. We isolated 30 and 19 retrieval time cells from the anterior and posterior hippocampus, respectively. These recordings provided an opportunity to compare the width of time fields for anterior vs. posterior hippocampal time cells, motivated by the well-known finding that rodent place cells exhibit wider fields in the ventral (analogous to anterior) compared with dorsal (analogous to posterior) hippocampus (25, 26). However, we observed no significant difference in time field duration according to
We asked whether ramping activity across multiple timescales. We hypothesized that time cells may exhibit phase precession, although this property has not been demonstrated in human place cells (or time cells) to date. We employed an established circular–linear method for measuring phase precession (29), a method well-suited to analyze precession with lower spike counts (29, 30). We focused on the firing of time cells within their preferred time fields. For time cells with multiple time fields, we defined the preferred time field as the one with the highest peak firing rate. We measured the theta-phase angle for all spike events in a time cell’s preferred time field. We evaluated precession within the 2- to 10-Hz range, encompassing frequencies that exhibit mnemonically relevant properties in humans such as phase locking, phase reset, and power increases during successful memory encoding (31–33). Twenty-four encoding time cells demonstrated significant phase precession, which we identified by measuring a significant correlation between time and phase at one or more of these frequencies ($P = 0.0067$, binomial test, corrected for multiple comparisons with $Q = 0.2$) (Fig. 6 A and C). These counts

The Entorhinal Cortex Is Enriched in Neurons That Demonstrate Ramping Activity across Multiple Timescales. We asked whether ramping cells can also be found in the human MTL. These cells exhibit spiking activity that increases or decreases across the duration of a temporal epoch (11, 27, 28). Following the methodology established by Tsao et al. (11), we built a generalized linear model for each cell (Materials and Methods). We included 10 predictor variables in the model (SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Two were related to time: session time, which continuously tracked absolute elapsed time since the first second of the experimental recording session (longer context duration), and epoch time, which tracked the absolute elapsed time within a given behavioral epoch such as a single encoding list (shorter context duration). We additionally included covariates such as word onset, recall success, list onset, and vocalization, along with a categorical predictor variable indicating whether the subject was in the encoding or retrieval period of the task (SI Appendix).

Relative to the hippocampus, we found entorhinal cortex neurons more frequently responded to the temporal predictors of the model (Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S6B). The difference in ramping cell proportion between MTL regions was significant for all ramping cells collectively [25/51 in the entorhinal cortex vs. 158/458 in the hippocampus, $\chi^2(1) = 4.2, P = 0.040$] as well as for those that specifically tracked session time [21/51 vs. 124/458, $\chi^2(1) = 4.5, P = 0.034$] and epoch time [13/51 vs. 56/458, $\chi^2(1) = 6.9, P = 0.0087$]. However, the regions did not significantly differ for any other predictor (Fig. 5B). This finding is consistent with the known properties of ramping cells in rodents, where this phenomenon is localized to the LEC (11). Ramping MTL neurons exhibited a wide range of time constants (SI Appendix, Fig. S6D) and displayed both “up” ramping and “down” ramping (Fig. 5A). Of the 145 cells demonstrating ramping across the session (longer timescale), 67 exhibited up ramping, and 78 exhibited down ramping. Of the 69 cells demonstrating ramping within behavioral epochs (the encoding or retrieval period of a single item list), 18 exhibited up ramping, and 51 exhibited down ramping. Results of a control analysis in which ramping cells were identified after splitting the data are shown in SI Appendix, Table S5.

Time Cells Exhibit Theta-Phase Precession during Item Encoding. Given previous findings (1), we hypothesized that time cells may exhibit phase precession, although this property has not been demonstrated in human place cells (or time cells) to date. We employed an established circular–linear method for measuring phase precession (29), a method well-suited to analyze precession with lower spike counts (29, 30). We focused on the firing of time cells within their preferred time fields. For time cells with multiple time fields, we defined the preferred time field as the one with the highest peak firing rate. We measured the theta-phase angle for all spike events in a time cell’s preferred time field. We evaluated precession within the 2- to 10-Hz range, encompassing frequencies that exhibit mnemonically relevant properties in humans such as phase locking, phase reset, and power increases during successful memory encoding (31–33).
significantly exceeded that expected based on shuffle controls (time and phase shuffling, $P = 0.001$ and 0.004, respectively). We tested for significant phase precession across the entire population of encoding time cells by comparing the distribution of correlation coefficients from circular–linear regression against a shuffle distribution, revealing significant precession overall ($P = 0.026$) (SI Appendix, Fig. S7C). Similar to theta precession described in rodents for place cells (34), peak firing within the time field occurred near the trough of the theta cycle (95% CI for phase in the central 25% of the time field: 110° to 197°, $z = 4.03$, $P < 0.001$, Rayleigh test) (Fig. 6B). These encoding time cells had a mean precession rate of $-69 ± 45°/s$ and median correlation coefficient of $-0.30$ between phase and time. Consistent with expectations from rodent findings (10), we detected significant theta local field potential (LFP) power increases during the time fields of precessing cells relative to behavioral periods outside of their time fields ($t(41) = 2.86$, $P = 0.0067$).

In a convergent analytical approach, we also tested for significant precession across all encoding time cells using a separate published method (35). We observed an association between the firing rate of all encoding time cells and the phases of their spikes ($r = -0.59$, $P = 0.040$, one-sided Spearman rank correlation, $P = 0.0093$, nonparametric circular ANOVA) (Fig. 6D). We found that as cell firing rate increased, spike phase precessed to earlier phases of the theta cycle. Further, as in rodents (35), as encoding time cell firing rate began to decelerate from local maxima, phase precession continued ($r = 0.89$, $P < 0.001$, one-sided Spearman rank correlation) (Fig. 6F). Consequently, as time cells entered time periods of sustained elevations in firing rate (such as the beginning of their time field), they fired at consistently later theta phases than when exiting periods of...
sustained firing rate increases (such as the termination of their time field; \( P = 0.0068 \), nonparametric circular ANOVA) (Fig. 6E).

We did not observe significant time cell population-level precession during retrieval based on either circular–linear correlation coefficients \( ( P = 0.070) \) or rate and rate derivative correlations with spike phase (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). We examine the overall magnitude of precession in human time cells as well as possible implications of the encoding/retrieval dissociation related to the mnemonic relevance of the immediate temporal context during which time cells are observed in Discussion.

**Stability in Time Cell Firing Patterns Promotes Temporal Clustering of Memory Items.** We analyzed the relationship between time cell activity and memory behavior, asking whether firing patterns of time cells are associated with the tendency of human subjects to remember items presented adjacent to one another in time during encoding (quantified using the temporal clustering factor [TCF]) (36, 37). The TCF communicates the degree to which subjects group memory items at retrieval based on their temporal proximity at encoding, with a value of zero representing no preservation of order between encoding and retrieval and a value of one representing perfect recapitulation (Materials and Methods). We considered the possibility that the temporal clustering of memory items relies directly on the temporal contextual information that is provided by time cells. In rodents, variation of time cell firing relative to a preferred time field predicts future memory errors (1), and we therefore hypothesized that this same type of variability would predict decreased temporal clustering. We reasoned that less precision in the signal provided by time cells would decrease participants’ ability to temporally cluster items. We used an estimate of time cell firing consistency calculated as

---

**Fig. 6.** Time cells demonstrate theta-phase precession during memory encoding. (A) Example phase–time plots for five example encoding time cells in their preferred time field. The circular–linear correlation coefficient value is shown above (29). (B) Phase histogram of spikes falling within the central 25% of the time fields of all encoding time cells demonstrating precession. (C) Heat map of spike counts obtained by superimposing the central 25% (centered on the time of peak time cell activity) of the phase–time plots from all encoding time cells demonstrating significant precession. (D) Correlation between encoding time cell firing rate and spike phase (22). Error bars represent the 95% CI. (E) Circular mean phase at onset of spike acceleration (dark purple) compared with circular mean phase at offset of spike deceleration (Materials and Methods). (F) Correlation between spike rate derivative (acceleration) and spike phase. Error bars represent the 95% CI. *\( P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01.\)
the average similarity between a time cell’s firing pattern on a single item list and its average firing pattern across all lists. We termed this parameter \( \rho \) (Fig. 7A and B and Materials and Methods). Higher \( \rho \) means that a cell’s firing pattern remains consistent across encoding lists, while lower \( \rho \) indicates greater variability in firing patterns across lists. Partitioning time cells into those with high and low \( \rho \) values (split at the median), we found that those with higher \( \rho \) are associated with greater temporal clustering of items by subjects at the time of memory retrieval \( [(77) = 2.56, P = 0.011, \text{rank sum test}] \) (Fig. 7C). This finding supports a link between the fidelity of temporal information provided by time cells and the tendency of participants to use temporal information when retrieving memory items.

We did not find an association between \( \rho \) and semantic clustering \( \rho = -1.21, P > 0.2 \), indicating that consistency of time cell firing specifically predicts the temporal organization of memories and not clustered memories more generally. Further, consistent temporal representation provided by time cells (higher \( \rho \) values) increased the likelihood that individuals would recall memory items located within a time cell’s preferred field (Fig. 7D) \( [(70) = 2.23, P = 0.025, \text{rank sum test}] \), although \( \rho \) did not significantly predict overall performance (Fig. 7E) \( [(77) = -1.93, P = 0.054, \text{rank sum test}] \). This latter result likely reflects the fact that several variables beyond temporal contextual information affect performance in the free recall task. Additional behavioral analyses for time cells, especially related to the encoding of primacy items, are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S8.

**Discussion**

**The Implications of Human Time Cells.** The ability to represent time (“what”) is linked precisely to temporal information (“when”) to create the complex and coherent experiences of “mental time travel” central to human experience (38). The existence of time cells in rodents with properties analogous to place cells sparked significant interest among both human and rodent memory researchers because time cells offer a unifying mechanism for the representation of both spatial and temporal context. The demonstration of time cells in humans lends critical support to prominent models of memory positing that temporal coding mechanisms are central to the process of associative memory (36, 39). In contrast to the direct representation of temporal context provided by these cells, previous data in humans have utilized aggregate measures of single units and LFPs in the temporal lobe to show that neurophysiological states drift slowly over longer timescales (37, 40, 41). These drift measurements may provide coarse temporal information, and the relationship between these aggregate estimates of activity and the precise information provided by time cells (or information over the scales provided by ramping cells) remains a key area for further investigation.

Our findings connecting the consistency of time cell firing and temporal clustering behavior explicate a core feature of human memory, as the relationship we report fits with the hypothesized role of time cells in the representation of temporal information. This finding further establishes a possible link between time cells and place cells. Data in rodents and primates suggest that variability in place cell firing (analogous to our \( \rho \) measurement) reflects the representation of item and contextual features beyond spatial information (42, 43). Additionally, rodent place cells generally preferentially encode distance traveled, or less frequently, time elapsed, instead of spatial information while exploring virtual environments (44) and treadmill running (3). Further investigations can determine whether the spiking activity of subpopulations of time cells may additionally encode item-level information such as semantic category or reward conditions, depending upon the task. A complete understanding of time cells in humans will ultimately require identifying what additional information may be encoded by these cells and how they respond to different task demands (4, 23, 45). Related to this point, our observations suggest that human time cells are more broadly tuned than time cells observed in rodents (1, 2).

Specific memory conditions that favor more precise temporal tuning such as shorter temporal contextual durations, or a memory probe that requires making temporal judgments, may identify more precisely tuned cells.

Our finding that time cells demonstrate theta precession during memory encoding links this phenomenon to human memory. Precession in the representation of temporal information provides neuron-level data to complement previous human LFP studies demonstrating the importance of gamma–theta oscillatory entrainment to sequence learning (46, 47). It should be noted that our data suggest that phase precession may be less common in humans compared with rodents in terms of the fraction of time cells exhibiting precession (1). It is possible that the comparative complexity of our task to rodent paradigms, or the diversity of the frequencies that characterize human theta oscillations (32), attenuates our ability to observe phase precession. However, it may be the case that phase precession is not as ubiquitous in humans as in rodents for cells encoding contextual information, as instances of precession in human place cells have yet to be reported following years of investigation. Further work is needed to more exhaustively explore and characterize this important
phenomenon, especially the specific instances that may or may not elicit significant precession in cells encoding spatial or temporal contextual information. Rodent data provide some guidance on this point as precession is less pronounced during passive compared with active locomotion (10). Our data may echo this finding, as the immediate context experienced by participants during memory retrieval is not mnemonically relevant. Rather, they are retrieving items from a previous contextual environment. Thus, precession may be generally more prevalent when the context over which spike-phase precesses, whether position or time, assumes behavioral salience.

**Unique Roles of Ramping and Time Cells.** As previously observed in rodents (11), we identified a population of neurons, prevalent in the entorhinal cortex, of cells that demonstrate ramping activity across temporal epochs of various lengths. In our data and in rodents, ramping cells reliably map out the temporal dimensions of a given task, without extensive or explicit training (Fig. 5B) (11), a crucial feature in real-world episodic memory formation. As time cell activity also depends on both temporal and extratemporal contextual features (Fig. 4 E and F) (1, 2, 23), ramping cells may serve as the link between temporal context and the selection of the hippocampal time cell population for a given task (12, 14, 48). In fact, several neurocomputational models explicitly generate time cells with the input activity of exponentially decaying cells (12–14). In this regard, ramping cells specifically may connect representations at different timescales by modulating hippocampal time cell activity. Like past ramping cell studies, we could not control for all potential covariates of time that naturally rise or decay throughout an experiment or behavioral epoch, such as neural fatigue (49) or the expectation of the end of a list. However, rather than explicitly tracking metric time, ramping cells may represent time inherently (18), integrating time out of evolving experience (11). If this is the case, phenomena such as fatigue or expectation may facilitate the generation of this inherent understanding of time, rather than provide an alternative explanation for ramping cell behavior.

We used distinct methods to identify time cells and ramping cells, limiting our ability to make direct comparisons or test for overlap in these populations. However, studies in animals support a nuanced distinction between time cells and ramping cells. For example, previous work has demonstrated that hippocampal CA1 time cells can represent time across seconds, minutes, and even days (24), similar to suggested characteristics of ramping cells (11). Previous rodent studies have demonstrated ramping cells in the hippocampus and subiculum (27, 28), blurring the sharp anatomical partitioning proposed by other recent work (11, 14). Furthermore, multiple studies have demonstrated the presence of time cells in the MEC (5, 22) or even extratemporal regions (23), demonstrating that rate coding of elapsed time on the order of seconds is not a uniquely hippocampal phenomenon. Future work with a common time and ramping cell modeling framework and increased precision of electrode localization within the entorhinal cortex is needed to fully elucidate the regional specificity of these cell types in humans.

**Time Cells and Human Disease.** The identification of time cells in the human temporal lobe and their connection with temporal clustering behavior carry potential implications for neuromodulation strategies to treat human disease. Namely, experimental interventions that enhance the fidelity of the temporal signal provided by time cells (as measured by $\rho$ for example) could reduce the associative deficit characteristic of degenerative conditions as well as normal aging (50). Observing the impact of temporal and extratemporal stimulation strategies on time cell activity (51, 52) represents an opportunity to link these findings.

**Conclusion**

The temporal organization of memories constitutes a key function of the medial temporal lobe (53). The discovery of time cells that we report establishes a direct neurophysiological mechanism for the representation of temporal contextual information that is necessary for this function. The connection between time cell activity and temporal clustering behavior corroborates models of episodic memory that emphasize temporal coding and lays the foundations for future directions in the study of human memory.

**Materials and Methods**

**Subjects and Electrophysiology.** We consented a total of 27 human epilepsy patients undergoing clinical seizure mapping at either Thomas Jefferson University Hospital (TJUH) or University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW) for enrollment in the study. The institutional review boards of both institutions approved this study. Each participant provided informed consent. The 27 subjects completed a total of 40 sessions of the memory task. We treated each session as independent for purposes of statistical analyses. Patients were implanted with depth electrodes at locations dictated by clinical interest. Electrodes featured both macroelectrode contacts along their length and 9 × 40-μm platinum–iridium microwires extruding from the tip. We sampled the broadband signal at either 30 kHz with NeuroPort (Blackrock Microsystems, UTSW) or 32.6 kHz with Cheetah (Neuralynx, TJUH) recording systems. We localized the microwires by coregistering post-implantation computed tomography scans with preoperative MRI. Neuro-radiologists then confirmed localizations by anatomical landmarks. Boundaries of the entorhinal cortex, and within the MTL more generally, followed well-established methods (54–56). We excluded neurons from any channel not localized to a specific MTL subregion from further analysis ($n = 34$). Manual review showed that these often localized to white matter, the cistern, temporal horn, etc. We used BrainNet Viewer (57) to visualize electrode localizations.

We rejected sessions with clinically evident seizure activity or aura (one session, as determined by clinical report of attending epileptologists at the time of data collection). The clinical team additionally flagged channels exhibiting excessive noise or frequent interictal activity, which were excluded following previous methods (56). We excluded all microelectrode channels adjacent to the macroelectrode contact exhibiting this activity from analysis. All channels exhibiting seizure activity at any point were also flagged, although not excluded (and incorporated into our control analysis). Before spike detection and sorting, we band-pass filtered the broadband signal from 300 to 1,000 Hz and cleaned it with a volume conduction subtraction algorithm (58). This algorithm abates the influence of frequency-dependent noise present across electrodes. We made no specific effort to detect and reject high-frequency oscillation (HFO) events (59), although this algorithm reduces the impact of large-amplitude deflections occurring across the microelectrode channels on the signal passed on to the spike detection routine. We acknowledge that the influence of pathological vs. physiological HFOs on ripple events remains an active area of further investigation. Finally, we reidentified time cells using only channels free of seizure and interictal activity throughout the clinical recording period (control analysis results are displayed in SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4).

Following denoising, we then used CombIna (60) for spike detection and clustering. Putative units were manually reviewed by author G.U. for 1) shape of the mean spike waveform, 2) number of interspike intervals (ISIs) below a threshold of 3 ms, 3) shape of the ISI distribution, 4) stationarity of unit spiking, and 5) similarity to other mean spike waveforms isolated from the same microwire. Based on these criteria, we either merged or discarded putative units prior to any subsequent analysis. For all microwires with more than one isolated unit, we calculated pairwise isolation distances (61) to examine the degree of separation of unit from units. We isolated a total of 768 units (also referred to as “cells” and “neurons” throughout the manuscript). Only putative pyramidal cells located in either the entorhinal cortex or hippocampus (509/768) were considered for all time cell analyses. We identified these as units with a firing rate of less than 5 Hz (8, 62, 63) and with a “wide” (>0.40-ms) spike width (64). We defined the spike width as the trough-to-peak time (21). Hartigan’s Dip test confirmed bimodality of the spike width distribution ($P < 0.001$) (21). We then fit a fourth-order polynomial to the data and used the spike width at the local minimum that split the two modes of the distribution (0.40 ms) to divide units into those with “narrow” and wide spike widths.

For all 768 units isolated, we computed quality metrics as reported in a similar, large, human, single-unit dataset (21). Units isolated per channel, mean firing rate, percentage of ISI less than 3 ms, modified coefficient of
variation, signal-to-noise ratio of both the peak of the mean waveform and the mean of the mean waveform, and isolation distance distributions were all comparable with this reference high-quality dataset. These data are displayed in SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S1.

When the phase of the theta LFP was required for an analysis, we first low-pass filtered the signal at 300 Hz. We then applied a notch filter at 60 Hz. Finally, we down sampled the signal by a factor of 30 or 32, depending on the original sampling rate. Phase was then extracted by convolving six evenly log-spaced Morlet wavelets, all with a width of six, at frequencies between 1.68 and 9.51 Hz.

**Behavioral Task.** Subjects completed a free recall task, delivered at clinical bedside via a laptop computer. The task consisted of a repeating encoding–distractor–retrieval paradigm. During the encoding section, participants studied a sequence of words that appeared on the screen. All presented words were monosyllabic nouns. Words only appeared once per session. We used the Corpus of Contemporary American English (https://www.wordfrequency.info/) to estimate word frequency. Word frequency values range from 485 to 331,597 occurrences per 1 billion words. The most common word included, “world,” ranks 123rd among all English words, while the least common word, “slush,” ranks 19,291st. Each word stayed on screen for 1.6 s. A 0.8- to 1.2-s jitter period separated neighboring words. TJUH subjects studied 15-word lists. UTSW subjects studied 12-word lists. In the distractor period, participants completed simple arithmetic problems for at least 20 s. All problems followed the format of A + B = C = ?. Following this, subjects entered into a 30- or 45-s (TJUH) retrieval phase, during which they recalled as many words as able from the most recently studied word list. Subjects were allowed breaks in between word lists. Subjects repeated this sequence for as many lists as they could, ranging from 4 to 25, depending on the subject and session. For all analyses save the performance vs. serial position behavioral analysis, sessions with 15-word lists and 12-word lists were considered together.

We told participants how many words they would see on each list and how long they would have to recall words following each list. We did not explicitly communicate the duration of encoding lists to the participants; however, it is reasonable to assume they developed an expectation from the information shared and from experience on the practice lists completed before formal testing began.

**Time Cell Identification.** We utilized a nonparametric binning procedure to identify time cells without assuming anything about the nature of the relationship between cell firing rate and time. This method is similar to previous work identifying human place cells (56). First, we convolved the session-wide spike train as the session-wide “tuning curve” throughout the manuscript. For encoding time cells, we then pulled the sections of this tuning curve corresponding to each of the encoding lists. Encoding lists lasted from 30 to 40 s. For retrieval time cells, we used sections of the tuning curve corresponding to each of the retrieval lists. Retrieval lists lasted from 30 to 45 s. These tuning curves were then aligned by normalizing the time domain to have all differences in time from list to list due to interword jitter. We did this by first generating a one-by-list sample vector with values ranging from one to the total number of samples on that list. We then divided each value by the total number of samples on that list. Next, we evenly distributed all these samples into 40 time bins based on this normalized sample vector. For each time bin, we calculated the mean of the tuning curve firing rate at all samples falling within that bin. Time bins ranged in absolute time from roughly 0.75 to 1.1 s, depending on jitter and number of words on the list. After constructing a list-by-time bin matrix, we tested for temporal modulation of firing rate with a Kruskal–Wallis test. We chose a mean rank-based test to limit the influence of a single instance of a high firing rate in a given time bin and because firing rate is Poisson, not normally distributed. We passed cells with a \( p_{\text{actual}} < 0.05 \) with this procedure to the next step of testing. We subjected all passing cells to permutation testing to confirm above chance temporal modulation of firing rate. To do this, we randomly circularly shuffled the session-wide tuning curve and then repeated the described procedure. We did this 1,000 times for each cell. \( p_{\text{shuffle}} \) was obtained by comparing \( p_{\text{actual}} \) with the distribution of \( P \) values obtained from the permutation procedure. We defined \( p_{\text{shuffle}} \) as the number of shuffles producing a smaller \( P \) value than \( p_{\text{actual}} \), divided by 1,000. Only potential time cells with \( p_{\text{shuffle}} < 0.05 \) were ultimately considered time cells. This model did not assume a specific relationship between time and firing rate, only that time modulates firing rate. This means that time cells were not required to have a single temporal field of increased activity. We note that the time cell population heat maps are not central to the identification of time cells but are rather used to display population-level data in a manner consistent with previous time cell studies (1, 2, 6, 24). While we extensively controlled these results with alternative time cell identification methodologies, all central results and figures communicate the results of our principal Kruskal–Wallis, shuffled-based method described in this section. We prefer this method as it properly models firing rate nonparametrically and makes fewer assumptions than other frameworks, such as maximum likelihood estimation-based models.

**Precession.** We calculated precession on the all-list, all-spikes level within the peak time field of each time cell. We used circular–linear correlation methods, as previously described (29, 66), as they are less prone to inconsistencies due to low spike counts or noise (29, 30). We did this by fitting the following nonlinear model, relating theta phase to time:

\[
\psi = 2\pi t + \psi_0,
\]

where \( \psi \) is the circular variable theta phase, \( \psi \) is the slope describing the relationship, \( t \) is the linear variable time, and \( \psi_0 \) is the phase offset. We fit this model by maximizing the length of the mean resultant, given by the following equation, with matlab’s fminbnd:

\[
R(s) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \cos(2\pi s - 2\pi t_j) + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sin(2\pi s - 2\pi t_j),
\]

where \( n \) represents the number of in-field spikes. The solver was bound such that the slope could only range from 0 to ± 4π (30). A time field was said to be precessing if the slope relating phase to time was less than zero. However, a field was said to demonstrate significant precession on the basis of the circular–circular correlation coefficient obtained after transforming time into a circular variable (29, 67). Due to the heterogeneity of human theta, we repeated the above procedure at each of six log-squared frequencies within the theta band for each time cell.

We false discovery rate (FDR) corrected the resulting vector of \( P \) values obtained for each cell across frequencies with a Q of 0.20. We then tested the fraction of surviving cells against chance with a one-sided binomial test with an FDR of Q. We tested phase distributions against the null hypothesis of uniformity with a Rayleigh test. We computed all circular statistics with the matlab toolbox developed by Berens (67).

We used a shuffle control to confirm that the proportion of time cells demonstrating precessing during encoding and retrieval was above chance. For this, we randomly shuffled the spike phases and then, separately, the spike times 1,000 times, repeating our statistical methods as described above. We compared our actual yield of precessing cells with the distribution of precessing cells from each shuffle. We defined our \( P \) value as the number of shuffles leading to identification of more precessing cells than in our actual data divided by the number of shuffles.

We assessed the theta power present during time cell precession. For each cell demonstrating precession, we extracted LFP data from the microwire channel from which we isolated that cell. We then extracted the power at the theta frequency over which that cell demonstrated precession. After log transforming the power values (with the natural logarithm), we took the average theta power within the time field of that cell (i.e., when the cell demonstrated precession). We additionally calculated the average power value across all time points across encoding (for encoding time cells) or retrieval (for retrieval time cells) periods outside of that cell’s time field. We then computed the pairwise difference between these two values and tested for a significant increase in power with a one-sample \( t \) test against zero.

For display purposes only, we generated a precession heat map by plotting all spikes from the central 25% of all time cells demonstrating precession on the same set of axes (Fig. 6C). For this, we binned all spikes into 100 equally sized bins, with 10 time partitions and 10 phase partitions. The domain of each bin covered 2.5% of the time cell’s time field, and the range of each bin covered 72°.

We included two population-level metrics of precession. First, for encoding and retrieval time cells separately, we summed all correlation coefficients across cells. Then, we randomly shuffled each cell’s spike time–phase pairs 1,000 times, recomputing the sum across cells each time. We then compared the real sum with the shuffle distribution to obtain a \( P \) value for both encoding (SI Appendix, Fig. S7C) and retrieval (SI Appendix, Fig. S7D) time cell populations.

Second, we adopted the three main analyses of Harris et al. (35). First, we correlated the instantaneous firing rate of each time cell for each of its spikes with the theta phase associated with each spike. We calculated the
rate acceleration
only included firing rate groups with at least 10 spikes (67). We assessed for firing rate and mean phase with a nonparametric circular ANOVA (35). We then compared the circular median spike phase between groups (Fig. 6E and SI Appendix, Fig. S7).

Finally, we correlated the spike rate derivative, or spike acceleration, with firing phase. We calculated the spike rate derivative by counting the number of spikes within the theta cycle of the index spike and within the three theta cycles preceding and following the index spike. We fit a linear model to the spike count vs. theta cycle distribution and used the slope as the spike rate derivative.

Behavioral Analyses. We used the mean list-to-mean tuning curve correlation, ρ, as the predictor variable in the behavioral analyses. We calculated this by correlating all of the individual list tuning curves with the cross-list mean tuning curve (PSTH) and averaging the resulting Spearman rank correlation coefficients. This does not a statistical validation of the robustness of the temporal specificity of our time cells, which rather is demonstrated with our main time cell identification method and numerous controls (SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4), but instead, is a measure of the consistency in the temporal modulation of firing rate across the recording session. We refer to this idea as “consistency” or “stability” in the time field representation. When we used two-group tests with this predictor, we split values at the median.

We used temporal clustering at retrieval as the main behavioral outcome variables. Temporal clustering was calculated as previously published (68). In brief, for each retrieval period, all transitions between recalled words were considered. If there were four words recalled on a list, then there were three transitions between them. For example, “queen” to “world” counted as a transition. The difference in encoding serial positions for both words of the transition was then obtained. Each transition received a score based on where the actual transition serial position difference ranked among all possible remaining transitions. Because of the noise of this metric on a single-list level, we computed the metric across the entire session by averaging all transitions made throughout the session. Due to the nature of the metric, only encoding lists from which subjects recalled at least two words contributed.

While both ρ and temporal clustering are defined on a subject (session) level to reduce noise, in Fig. 7A and B we illustrate the relationship between time cell stability and temporal clustering on the list level. In Fig. 7B, the x value represents the Spearman correlation between that list’s temporal tuning curve and the average temporal tuning curve across all lists (referred to as the PSTH in the manuscript). The cross-list average of all these correlations is ρ. The y value represents the single-list TCF.

We used a two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to assess the similarity between the performance-by-serial position curve and the peak count-by-serial position curve. We obtained the latter by counting the number of encoding time cell PSTHs that peaked within each of the serial positions. We then normalized both curves to their respective minimum and maximum values to obtain unitless, comparable curves. To control for differences in the performance vs. serial position curve between recording sessions in which subjects were presented with 12-word lists and 15-word lists, we considered these sessions separately.

We identified a session-level temporal contiguity effect (Fig. 1G) by calculating the recall probability for each encoding serial position based on the temporal proximity at encoding to the word just recalled. We assessed for an association between the primacy effect and time cells with early firing fields by defining “primacy time cells” as those with time fields covering the first encoding serial position (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). We defined significant primacy effects on the session level with a binomial test. We considered the number of successes the number of encoding lists from which participants correctly recalled the first serial position and the chance rate equal to the overall performance across the session.

Data Availability. Code data have been deposited in Mendeley Data (http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/2pzjthx2k3.1).
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